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Texas State Auto Insurance Prices Now Displayed Online at Insurance
Website

Texas state auto insurance can now be priced using the locator at the Quotes Pros website.
Average consumers can compare costs from a database at http://quotespros.com/auto-
insurance.html.

Beaumont, TX (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- Owners of motor vehicles in the state of Texas now have a new
way to compare state level pricing from insurers online. The Quotes Pros website is showcasing Texas state
auto insurance prices from licensed companies at http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

The company listings that are now presented to the public include companies that are underwriting liability, full
coverage and high risk plans for drivers. The rates that are viewed while entering the public database are
immediately calculated based on the location of each driver in TX.

"All of the 254 Texas counties are represented in our insurer database and different levels of pricing can be
explored in real time," said a Quotes Pros source.

The insurer price database that has been launched is also open to motorists in other states. Providers from CA,
OH, PA, MI and FL have been added inside of the search finder to allow a person to find direct prices from
nationwide companies that are supplying coverage plans to motorists.

"The tools that are available from our website to locate insurer pricing have helped consumers since 2013 and
we're constantly expanding our systems," said the source.

The Quotes Pros company started out by offering insurer quotes from automobile coverage providers
nationally. The company has since expanded to connecting consumers with agencies that supply life,
motorcycle, renters and homeowner coverage plans that are fully quoted at http://quotespros.com/life-
insurance.html.

About QuotesPros.com

The QuotesPros.com company offers its connected system to the public in order to find out what the lowest
policy pricing is for coverage plans in the United States. The insurer system that is used daily by the public
features a compare by zip code program. The QuotesPros.com company remains a top competitor in the
information delivery business and includes more ways that the public can use to locate price drops for general
insurer packages weekly.
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Contact Information
Terry Glenn
QuotesPros.com
http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html
+1 (206) 388-5498

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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